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Communication has been considered an essential aspect of warfare since antiquity, 

holding the power to shift the direction of conflicts and war, just as it does today. In 

this endeavour, Quantum Communications has recently gained much traction in 

many countries, including India. Therefore, it is vital to understand the rationale and 

application of technologies like Quantum Communication to secure the next generation 

of communication infrastructure. 

India and Quantum Communication Technologies: Dual Application with 

Strategic Benefits

As India grows economically, the digital economy is becoming one of the drivers of 

India’s growth story. Due to this, the protection of its digital infrastructure engaged in 

financial transactions, banking infrastructure, and communications systems has become 

vital to safeguard from attacks, disruption, harm, and manipulation. Such heightened 

security can be promised only with the help of the next generation of secure communication 

techniques, such as Quantum Communications Quantum Key Distribution (QKD). 

 In 2020, the government announced a National Mission on Quantum Technologies 

& Application (NM-QTA) spanned across five years with an allocated budget of Rs 

8000 crore.¹ This energised the development of organisations working on Quantum 

technologies, particularly the Quantum communication ecosystem across academia, 

government institutions, startups, and industries. In addition, it emphasised the 

building of a knowledge and patents ecosystem, indigenisation, and a sustainable 
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funding pipeline. It was followed by the announcement 

of the National Quantum Mission (NQM) for 2023-

2031, aimed ‘to seed, nurture, and scale up scientific 

and industrial R&D and create a vibrant & innovative 

ecosystem in Quantum Technology.’ Under the 

NQM, the Centre for Development of Telematics 

(C-DoT) is the nodal organisation that oversees the 

Quantum Communications projects. The organisation 

is developing QKD and Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC) solutions to enhance and 

secure communications.²

Most quantum technologies, including quantum communications, have dual-use 

applications— Military and Civilian communication, vital in strengthening the state’s 

national security. From the national security standpoint, the military application is more 

critical. Military application of Quantum communication brings benefits such as tamper-

proof or unbreakable encryption, secure key distribution, and eavesdropping detection 

for sensitive military operations and communications. Developing such technologies 

is essential to counter emerging threats to India’s communication infrastructure from 

adversaries with more advanced technology. 

In the last few years, we have seen human knowledge and capital investment 

improving in demonstrating quantum communication technology in India, such as QKD 

demonstrations. These steps are vital in the backdrop of increasing³ vulnerability of 

Indian military communication to Chinese attacks. Demonstration of these capabilities 

is serious, such as the alleged role of cyber interference in the 2017 Sukhoi crash.⁴  

However, even civilian infrastructure is critical. For example, attacks on Viasat satellite 

and disturbing Ukrtelecom internet⁵ and Kyivstar,⁶ are all tactical choices States make 

for influencing operations.

India and Quantum Communication

Indian Minister Ashwini Vaishnav, while addressing the International Quantum 

Communications Conclave, said that ‘Quantum is the new frontier of technology for 

security purposes, [and] for cryptographic purposes.’⁷ The introduction of NQM has led 

to many new initiatives in government and the private sectors, currently in the pipeline, 

aiming to enhance India’s strategic capabilities in the Quantum domain. It started with the 

government’s announcement to bring in a dedicated mission on emerging technologies 

like Quantum to influence change through a top-down approach. This mirrors the strategy 

observed in the space startup ecosystem, whereby bringing in policy, easing regulations, 

and focusing on ease of doing business has helped spur a boom.⁸ A replication of this 

approach would help in two ways: first, it would create an ecosystem that attracts 

investment in research and innovation in Quantum technologies, and second, it would 

Military application of Quantum 

communication brings benefits 
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unbreakable encryption, secure key 

distribution, and eavesdropping 

detection for sensitive military 
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help achieve India’s objective in the Quantum domain, 

particularly those related to Quantum communication. 

For the development of quantum communication 

technologies, the NQM states a clear objective: build a 

satellite-based secure quantum communication system 

for a 2000 km range within India between ground 

stations and inter-city and beyond with other countries.⁹  

Many government organisations are working on this 

endeavour, particularly Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and C-DoT. ISRO 

is leading the innovation and research in safe communications through QKD, and the 

C-DoT is working to facilitate the ‘development of telecom and associated technologies 

by collaborating with Industry.’¹⁰ The latter has focused on ensuring that the broader 

ecosystem is incorporated in developing these technologies from academia, startups, and 

industry under the Collaborative Research Program 2022 (CCRP-2022) with a funding 

pipeline.¹¹

In 2020, the Space Application Centre (SAC) successfully demonstrated QKD 

communication over 300 metres. This success of the experiment motivated the 

organisation to take a step ahead and launch India’s QKD satellite. ISRO chairman said 

that ‘[W]e are trying to build payloads that could communicate with each other in space 

in a closed loop without signal attenuation via QKD’ aimed at ‘embedding this technology 

[QKD] in our future launches.’¹²

Furthermore, Raman Research Institute (RRI), an autonomous institution based 

in Bengaluru, is also working on Quantum technologies. Recently, RRI’s Quantum 

Information and Computing lab successfully conducted an experiment with ISRO’s UR 

Rao Satellite Centre, deploying the Pointing Acquisition and Tracking (PAT) system—

technology that ‘assists ground-based source in tracking the moving receiver.’¹³ This 

technological development paves the way for secure communications, particularly for 

‘defence and strategic purposes, [and] enhance cyber security.¹⁴

Besides focusing on development and innovation, India has also given impetus to 

hold challenges like hackathons, seminars, and competitions on Quantum technologies. 

This gives interested startups and students a platform to put forward their products 

and research, which further helps the industry develop new solutions and security 

technologies. Organising open quantum communication challenges to break quantum 

channel encryption and giving incentives helps to attract talent. Last year, the 

International Quantum Communication Conclave was organised with an open challenge 

to break quantum channel encryption.¹⁵

The introduction of NQM has 

led to many new initiatives in 

government and the private 

sectors, currently in the 

pipeline, aiming to enhance 

India’s strategic capabilities 

in the Quantum domain.
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Indian Military and Quantum Computing

In recent years, the Indian Armed Forces have paid 

more attention to the development and modernisation 

of their systems and structures. For this, they are 

focusing on the innovation, research, and integration 

of Critical and Emerging Technologies (CET) into their 

operations. All three professional uniformed services, 

the Indian Army, the Indian Navy, and the Indian 

Air Force, look at the critical importance of emerging 

technologies—Artificial Intelligence (AI), cyber 

security, and quantum computing. This emphasises the 

importance of CET in defence modernisation, mainly 

focusing on high technologies and learning the lessons 

from different conflicts and wars in the world. The latter stresses the necessity to develop, 

invest, and innovate in CET for future Traditional and Irregular warfare. Technologies 

like Quantum Communication are vital for building the future military communication 

infrastructure. These are still in development and would take decades to integrate fully. 

Apart from India, countries like China, the US, the EU, and Japan are focusing 

on Quantum Communication technologies; some countries are in a more advanced 

phase. China, for example, has successfully experimented with satellites to ground 

station demonstration QKD, making it the first country in the world to do so. It was 

also the first country to launch a dedicated Quantum communication satellite known as 

Quantum Science Satellite (QUESS) in 2020.¹⁶ Recently, China and Russia successfully 

demonstrated Quantum communication spanning 3,800 Km between Moscow in Russia 

and Urumqi in China from its Mozi satellite.¹⁷

All Indian armed forces are working to incorporate Quantum technologies, including 

Quantum communication, in their military functioning. The Indian Navy’s Weapons and 

Electronics Systems Engineering Establishment (WESEE) signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with RRI’s QuIC to develop indigenously ‘quantum key distribution 

techniques’ towards securing communications for potential maritime use-cases.¹⁸ 

The Indian Army is also working on a Quantum secure communications project with 

its Defence Innovation Organisation (DIO).¹⁹ One startup that stands out in Quantum 

Communications in India is QNu Labs, considered the only ‘quantum communication 

company in India’²⁰ with extensive experience.²¹ The Indian Navy and Indian Army 

have collaborated with QNu Labs to ‘deploy QKD systems in a hub & spoke configuration 

across multiple locations with the state-of-the-art systems.’²²

India has also given impetus 

to hold challenges like 
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Similarly, the Indian Space Promotion and 

Authorization Centre (IN-SPACe) has signed an 

MoU with QNu Labs ‘to develop indigenous satellite 

QKD products.’²³ The robust military and private 

sector collaboration is critical for achieving NQM’s 

objectives. The Defence secretary has appreciated 

the role of iDEX startups in developing indigenous 

QKD technology and contributing to Aatmanirbhar 

Bharat's success.²⁴ Deep tech startups in Quantum 

communications are critical in developing Quantum technologies. 

Focus on Long-term Play

India cannot compete with countries like the US and China on capital expenditure; 

hence, it becomes essential to allocate its resources wisely to projects that would be 

commercially viable and strategically beneficial for economic growth and national 

security. In this context, the recent 10,000 crore budget announcement is a welcome step, 

particularly for Deep tech startups.²⁵ This would require a focus on dedicated projects 

and, more importantly, a continuity in research and innovation. A whole of system 

approach is needed for better inter-ministerial and department coordination between 

agencies like ISRO, the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), 

and the Department of Science and Technology (DST), with industries, academia, and 

start-ups that are working in the space. India can leverage its collective resources by 

working with large corporations already working on Quantum technologies' specific use 

cases. Strategic applications for the military are also an important part of the mission. 

India is expected to launch a satellite in the future that would further assist its quantum 

communication capabilities, which are considered essential features of safe and secure 

strategic military and civilian communication. 

India must move toward establishing a quantum-safe network nationwide under the 

NQM in a phased manner through a multi-stakeholder approach, which would help it 

to join international networks later for commercial purposes. India must invest more 

in hard infrastructure, funding, and developing human resources and skills to foster 

better innovation and research. Expertise in Artificial Intelligence and Cloud computing 

will also need to be developed simultaneously to avail the benefits of the technology 

entirely. On the International level, India has already signed agreements with major 

countries like the US and the European Union on Quantum technologies. However, this 

partnership must be strengthened and cultivated further through joint projects between 

start-ups, academia, and industry. Another vital area that demands better cooperation 

with international partners is the standard for Quantum technologies application, which 

is essential for better collaboration and interoperability going forward. India must also 
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develop new relationships on Quantum technologies 

and standardisation with countries such as South 

Korea, Singapore, Russia, Finland, and Japan. Overall, 

India’s goal should be to achieve its written objectives 

rather than engage in any global competition along 

the lines of our space mission. India needs to play 

the long game, which requires precise focus in areas 

where we have the best knowledge and capabilities 

while building capacities in new areas.
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